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      Regular Meeting Minutes 
Date: April 26, 2021, 4:00 p.m. 

http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
 

 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call 
Vice  Chair  Sangiacomo,  called  the meeting  to order  at 4:00 p.m.  He  asked Ann DuBay, 
Administrator,  to  conduct roll call.  Directors  Ding, Gorin,  Mulas,  and  Rogers  were present. Directors 
Rabbitt  and Gorin  were delayed.  Also,  in attendance; Ann DuBay, Administrator;  Jay Jasperse, Plan 
Manager; Marcus  Trotta, Technical Staff; Andrea Rodriguez,  Outreach  Staff  (recording minutes);  and 
Fred Allebach, Sonoma  Valley  Advisory Committee Chairman. 
 

2. Public comment  on  matters not listed on  the agenda but within  the subject 
matter jurisdiction of the Board 

None.  
 
3. Consent Calendar 

A. Minutes, March 22, 2021; Minutes October 26,  2020 
B. Year-to-date  Financial Report 
C. Year-to-date Member Agency  Contributions 

 
No public comment.  
 
Director  Gorin  moved to  approve the  Consent Calendar  as presented,  Director  Rabbitt  seconded.  
Motion passed unanimously  6-0-0 on March 22  Meeting  Minutes, Year-to-date Financial Report, and  
Member Agency Contributions.  Motion passed  5-0-1 on  October 26 Meeting Minutes  with  Director  
Mulas  abstaining.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin  –  aye  
Director  Mulas  –  aye  (3/22/21  Meeting Minutes, Year-to-date Financial Report and Member Agency  
Contributions). Abstained from October 26  Meeting Minutes.  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  - aye  
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4. Directors/Subcommittee Report 
a. Rural Community Engagement Program 

 
Director Sangiacomo  –  No report.  The Board  liaisons have  not met  since the last  Board  meeting. 
Focus groups start this  week.  
 
No public comment.  
 
5. Advisory Committee Report 

Fred Allebach, Sonoma Valley GSA Advisory  Committee Chair,  said  the Advisory Committee  worked  
on  the  very complicated  topic  of the Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC) for Interconnected  
Surface Water and provided  their  recommendations  in the staff report.  
 
No public comment.  
 
6. Action  Items 

a. Groundwater  Sustainability Plan: 
i. Draft Sustainable Management Criteria  (SMC)  –  Interconnected Surface 

Water:  Provide feedback to staff and take possible action  on proposed draft 
Sustainable Management Criteria for Interconnected Surface Water 

 
The Groundwater Sustainability Plan  (GSP) is due January 31,  2022.  As part of the GSP,  SMCs  must 
be developed for six sustainability indicators as defined by the Sustainable Groundwater 
Management Act.   
 
Question/Comments  

 
Director Rogers: Could there be a possibility,  where you have  Undesirable  Results from the stream  
flow, where you didn't see  Undesirable  Results from the actual aquifer?  

Trotta: I think the way  that  we've set it up, you would  have impacts in the aquifer system and  
the shallow aquifer system  in order to trigger an  Undesirable  Result because that's where we're 
going to be  measuring the  Minimum  Thresholds.  That's not  to say that we couldn't have an  
Undesirable  Results condition occur because  of climate, because  of  the shallow aquifer 
groundwater levels. Also,  you'll see declines during periods  of drought.  I think, by using 
groundwater levels as a proxy,  we would be focused  more  on conditions in the  aquifer versus  
just the stream.  
Director Rogers: If you did  have a stream flow issue,  how do  you fix it  if your  exceedance goes  
beyond what you  are  supposed  to have,  in the SMC?  
Trotta:  That is something that we  will be looking at through  Projects and  Management actions.  
It’s similar to the types  of solutions you'd have for managing groundwater level declines  where  
it's either a combination  of reducing demands or enhancing recharge. On  the recharge side for  
streamflow depletion, the types  of projects that can be beneficial are the ones  that might be 
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able to help with managing riparian corridors differently, so there could be some partnerships 
on mutually beneficial projects. That could also help restoration projects. 

Director Gorin: Thank you. Lead us through the decision-making process, do you want us to weigh 
in on Option #1 or #2? 

Trotta: Our first question is what's your preference in terms of the Measurable Objective, where 
we have Option #1 which is using any available dry season observation and Option #2, which is 
utilizing the normal and wet water years for calculating the Measurable Objective? 

Director Gorin: I appreciate the Advisory Committee weighing in on this and, yes, they had strong 
support for Option #1 but more had Option #2; I vote in favor of Option #2. 

Director Sangiacomo: I appreciate Option #1. It might be a little more attainable as we're in the 
preliminary stages of this Plan. That would be my rationale for voting this way. 

Director Rogers: I prefer to be as conservative as possible, because this particular SMC scares me a 
lot in terms of other people/agencies involved that could try to impact what happens to the 
aquifer, and could have a significant impact on agriculture or other users of the aquifer. I vote for 
Option #1. 

Director Ding: I am also very conservative and support Option #1. And I have another concern that 
we don't have enough historical data set up in the model, so I’m really concerned that accuracy is 
needed. 

Director Rabbit: I want to be consistent and I also agree with Option #1 because we can always 
become more restrictive as we go. I think it would be harder to go in the opposite direction. 

Director Mulas: I too am in favor of Option #1 for the similar reasons already expressed. 

Director Gorin: Okay, there you have it, I think we have weighed in and prefer Option #1. What else 
do we need to weigh in on? 

Marcus Trotta: That would be the Undesirable Result options here. You have four options. 

Director Sangiacomo: Could you explain Option# 3? Is it 25% of the Representative Monitoring 
Points (three wells) during the drought years in one year? Or is it two consecutive years and then 
in no-drought years 10% (one wells)? 

Trotta Option #2 is the one that had the consecutive years built into it. Option #3 is for single 
years. 
Director Rogers: Why wouldn't you have more than one consecutive year, before you did 
something? 
Trotta: You could. The thought with some of the input that we've had is to focus on one year 
because surface water depletion is something where chronic and significant impacts can occur 
in a single year. That is why Option #2 is unpopular with many of the advisory committee 
members as well as a lot of our practitioner work group members. 
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Director Rogers: If you have a drought year and three wells showing exceedances, and the next 
year everything's fine, does that mean everything's fine or does it mean you have to do 
something, because you had those three exceedances in the drought year? 

Trotta: It’s something to look at that makes sense long-term as an Undesirable Result condition 
and whether that's something to change as we gather more information going forward. But I 
don't think a single year would trigger a significant response from the GSA. 

Director Rogers: My vote is for Option #4, but I can go with #3. I can be very conservative talking 
about groundwater depletion or subsistence, and some of the other things but, this one just 
scares me because there are other people involved that could use this as a weapon. 

Director Gorin: From my perspective, I’m comfortable with the votes from the Advisory 
Committee supporting Option # 3, and it sounds like you could support that, but you would prefer 
Option #4. 

Director Sangiacomo: Option #4 - just how did that come about? From 25% to 40% - I would like 
to know the thought process. 

Trotta: A higher bar on determining whether an Undesirable Result occurs by requiring four of 
those ten representative monitoring points to go below the Minimum Threshold versus three of 
them. Of the representative monitoring points, we looked at 2020 data, where we were during 
2020 and we were at three representative monitoring point wells hitting the Minimum 
Threshold. 

Director Sangiacomo: Because of non-drought years, I could live with Option #3 but I prefer# 4. 
We can become more restrictive later. It just gives us some flexibility, certainly we can become 
more restrictive later. 

Director Rabbitt: I echo what Director Sangiacomo said, and I want to be consistent. Until 
something comes back, I'd rather be a little more conservative in the approach so I would prefer 
Option #4. 

Director Mulas: I am a little concerned. If I’m understanding correctly, the 40% in Option #4 gives 
us more options down the road, it doesn't tie our hands as much as Option #3 would? 

Trotta: Yes, it has a little more flexibility. 
Director Mulas: I like Option #4. There is still too much information that hasn’t come together. 

Director Ding: Option #4 feels like we have a better chance to make an adjustment. It is safer. 

Chair Gorin: It looks like we have support for Option #4. 

No public comment. 
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Director  Ding  moved to  consider approval of the preliminary SMC  with the preferred  Measurable  
Objective of  Option  #1  one and  the  preferred  Undesirable  Result Option  #4,  Director  Sangiacomo  
seconded. Motion  passed unanimously  6-0-0.   

 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Mulas  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
Chair Gorin –  aye   
 

b. Fiscal Year 2021-22  Budget and Member Agency Contributions: 
i. Consider adoption of FY  2021-22 Budget 

ii. Consider approval of FY  2021-22 Member  Agency  Contributions 
 
The JPA for  the Agency (Section  10.06  –  Budget) requires the Board adopt, by a date no later than  
sixty  (60) days before the  end of each Fiscal Year, a budget for the Agency for the ensuing Fiscal 
Year.  The JPA (Section 10.07  –  Payments to  the Agency) notes that costs  of the Agency  will be borne 
by assessments  to member agencies, which require a  unanimous approval (Section 7.07).   
 
Question/Comments  
Director Ding: The  technical contract  consultant service budget does not match.  It  may be  a typo on  
page 75  of the packet. The  first number is  $342,100. That number  should be  $367,600 because you  
are missing  a $25,000  pilot  for geophysics project.  

DuBay: Yes, absolutely. It was missed  on the Excel sheet, I  will correct  it. It would  be a small 
adjustment to that line.   

 
No public comment.  
 
Director  Ding  moved to adopt the fiscal year 2021-22  Budget and Member Agency Contributions  
with correction,  Director  Rabbitt seconded.  Motion passed unanimously  6-0-0.   
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Mulas –  aye  
Director Rogers –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo –  aye  
Chair Gorin –  aye  

 
c. Rate and Fee Study: 

i. Update on  proposed  study of  financing options for the Groundwater 
Sustainability Agency, and  possible appointment  of Board liaison 
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A new  Rate and  Fee  study is recommended for the following reasons:  

• The  member agency  contribution commitment ends  on June 30, 2022, and  the GSA does not 
have an alternative funding source; 

• An  original fee study was based on  a five-year budget  that included development and 
submission of the GSP. A budget based  on the first  five years  of GSP implementation could be 
significantly different; 

• A fee study is legally required if the Board opts to fund GSP implementation  with a property-
based fee, as described by  Proposition 218 and subsequent court cases; and  

• A fee study  will describe and recommend  the legal and financial options available to the GSA. 
 

During  a  first  fee study, a working group  was  created that included a representative from each GSA  
Board. The working group  provided helpful feedback  to staff and consultants on  funding options,  
stakeholder concerns,  and data  development.  
 
Staff recommends the Board consider authorizing the  Chair to appoint a Board liaison to assist in  the  
consultant  selection and to provide feedback  to  staff and the consultant throughout the fee process.  

 
Questions/Comments  
 
Chair Gorin:  What is  the time commitment of the liaison?  

DuBay: Reviewing the qualification statements and  the interviews will be  about 4-6 hours. After 
that it  could be two hours  per month,  then  one to two-hour  meetings per month once  we move  
forward with  the fee.  
 

Chair Gorin: Do we  have  a volunteer?  
Director Ding:  I  am ready but if anyone  else  would like to….  
Chair Gorin:  I don't think anybody is going  to  fight you for this position. If you have a little bit  of 
time,  I really appreciate your stepping forward.  

 
No public comment.  

 
No vote  –  approval by agreement.    
 

d. Contract Amendment  with Sonoma Water: 
i. Amend  contract to reflect  Proposition 68 grant tasks  and income, and increased 

grant  administration costs 
 

The Sonoma County Water Agency  (Sonoma Water)  would continue to provide (1) technical services  
for GSP development, financing options study, and other optional technical tasks; (2)  outreach and  
communication activities for the GSA in general and for the Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP);  
and (3)  management of the Proposition  1 grant  and future grants,  monitoring grant opportunities,  
and developing grant  applications.  The contract  would add $1,000,000 for execution  of projects  
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funded through Proposition 68 grant and $50,000  for increased costs  of grant administration due  to  
the Proposition 68 grant.  
 
Staff requests the Board authorize  the Administrator to  execute the proposed  contract amendment  
with Sonoma Water, following Legal Counsel review.   

 
Questions/Comments  
Director Sangiacomo:  The  original contract is for $166K, how much  additional is  not covered?  
I know there's $2  million by the grants, but in addition, what more is there not covered by an OEM?  
And what additional funding, other than  $166 is there?  

DuBay: In both grants,  we  had to  match a certain amount and so some  of the  match was work  
Sonoma Water,  City  of Sonoma,  and Valley  of  the Moon had done  in the past  that was related to  
groundwater and to SGMA  that also served as a match. So,  $115,000  and  then the $34,000 for  
Community Engagement  –  both  of those were matches, but they  were not grant reimbursable,  
so  the total amount of  the Sonoma  Water contract is  $2,291,500. Two  million of  that is  
reimbursable  and the part  that is not  matched  is $113,000  and that is all grant administration.  

 
Director Gorin: Ann,  were  you  rounding up? Our documents show  $112,500.  

DuBay: I think if Director Ding  looks closely,  he might see a  couple of math errors.  
 
No public comment.  
 
Director  Sangiacomo  moved to  approve the contract amendment with Sonoma  Water to reflect 
Proposition 68 grant tasks  and income, and increased  grant administration  costs,  Director  Rabbitt  
seconded. Motion  passed unanimously  6-0-0.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director  Mulas  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye   
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
Chair Gorin –  aye  
 
7. Information Items: 

a. Urban Water Management Plan: 
i. Sonoma Water staff will give short update  on its 2020  Urban Water

Management  Plan and current water  conditions 
 
Questions/Comments  
Chair Gorin:  I  know it's  early in the season but is there a nervousness in  Sonoma Valley  about  
declining ground waters and the health of the  vines?  
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Director Sangiacomo: For the health of the vines - smaller canopies – smaller vines. A little 
unprecedented. There is a lot of uneasiness – we will take it day by day. We are dry farming in 
areas where we have not done that before. 

Director Mulas: Well, like everybody else, groundwater is important, but I think my biggest concern 
right now is what we're being told. They are cutting back how much water we're going to get for our 
reclaimed water that we've been using for irrigation. It's significant and very concerning because, 
when the county needed us, agriculture was there. As they've been picking up new customers at 
higher rates, we're now getting the short end of the stick. They cost us big money last year when 
they decided to let some water go, for whatever reason, and then told us that they didn't have 
enough to give us. It cost us a reduced crop last year and significant monies for feed and I’m very 
concerned they're going to pull the same nonsense again this year. I wish they would look at it from 
a practical standpoint. The last man on should be the first man to cut back. 

Chair Gorin: (To Jay Jasperse/Marcus Trotta) – Do you have any comments about what this bodes 
for the future? We know we're going to have a cycle of drought and rain events and the recycled 
water available to farmers and other customers is a great way to augment the water, but it may not 
be sustainable or certainly permanent. How do we in groundwater management, plan for recycled 
water moving forward? 

Jasperse: The City of Santa Rosa is grappling with that now; they are having trouble making their 
Geyser commitments; the ag operations in the Santa Rosa plain are being curtailed first. For cost 
recovery, etc., the sanitation district trying to bring in revenue for recycled water. I know that's 
the approach our Board has directed us on for cost recovery long term. But I would say, from 
the GSA perspective on using recycled water – it's on the projects list. Recycled water still 
figures prominently. 

Chair Gorin: in the Petaluma Valley discussion, I asked you whether the management plan consider 
drought situations and, if so, how did they handle the drought situations? 

Jasperse: We need to use the five driest years on record, which were 1988 to 1992. Well, it turns 
out that 1988 to1992 are quite a bit better than now, we'd love to have any one of those years 
now. 

Director Mulas: I understand there's quite a few dairies over in Petaluma that have been hauling 
water. One dairy has been hauling 18 loads of water per day for the last year and a half. With all of 
this everybody's going to have to cut back and struggle, but I was wondering, when we're not able 
to use the reclaimed water for irrigation purposes, we're going to have to turn to our wells, and 
that's going to have a significant impact on groundwater depletion. That with all the irrigation that is 
being done over the years down in our end of the valley, there's a potential that we could have kept 
out the saline intrusion, because by filtering the reclaimed water down in through the crops, there 
would there be a chance for that to have put a stymie on some of that saline intrusion. 

Jasperse: I think impact would be minor. I think the more realistic reason to have recycled water 
in that part of the basin is to reduce saline water intrusion, as groundwater pumping is reduced. 
And so, by cutting out the pumping that's had the bigger effect in terms of stabilizing 
groundwater levels. 
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Director Rabbitt:  I can  tell  you  that  we did have a town hall meeting in conjunction with the Farm  
Bureau and I give great credit to Sonoma Water.  West of Petaluma, I think it's safe to say  is  a very  
fractured aquifer.  You  could have  one ranch that has  a great  well and  then a ranch right next door  
that can't hit any  water,  it's just the way that geomorphology is  out there, so it's  hit and miss.  It's  
going to be touch and go this summer, as  we  move  forward. I think  that  the USDA and RCDs have  
some programs  and funding available  to tap into as well as helping the businesses that are going  to  
incur additional costs through the summer  months.   

Jasperse:  During every drought that area gets hit hard,  it's  like a canary in a coal mine.  
 
Public Comment:  
Fred Allebach: For the Groundwater Sustainability Plan, all the SMC seem to have had drought and  
dry years  worked into them, I’m  wondering if staff anticipates  that that those  modeling and  
projected SMC are going to cover  this current drought? You know  there's a drought and this is how  
things are in California and  we plan for the drought but Jay  Jasperse  said  that the five  driest years  on  
record  are going to be part  of this new SMC,  and so that reality is going to be different  than the  
current drought here.  

Jasperse:  The five driest years until this  one.  Those are the five consecutive driest years so that's  
what we need  to use for what's called a chronic drought. There is also  an acute drought, which  
is the worst year  –  currently  that  is 1977. Chronic drought  is the five consecutive years, the  
chronic levels are not nearly as severe as the one-year acute drought,  which is typical when  we  
look  at th e climate models.  

 
8. Legal Counsel, Plan  Manager and  Administrator Report 
 
Marcus Trotta:   
Potential grouping/sequencing of  Project and Action Scenarios:  

1. Existing planned projects and actions  with identified potential funding sources,  voluntary  or
incentive-based, and lower-cost projects  and actions 

2. New or  significantly expanded projects/actions 
 
No public comment.  
 
9. Adjournment  
Director  Gorin  thanked  the Board  members for attending and  adjourned  the meeting. The next
Board meeting  is  May 24, 2021. 
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